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The performance of lining and tamping machines
by Coenraad ESVELD
Permanent Way Department, Netherlands Railways
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SUMMARY
In this papq, the performance of some modern type track maintenance
rnachines is discussed lor both lining and levelling operations.
Alter outlining the measuring principle, used in the. automatic mode, theoretical
transfer functions are derived according to the measuring system used.
The methods applied for determining actual transler functions of maintenance
machines are then discussed. This technique basically consists ol recording the
track geometry, belore and immediately alter maintenance, by special recording
coaches, two of which are discussed here. A daailed survey of the spectral
analysis methods lor evaluating the recorded data are given.
These analyses have been applied to a large series of meqsurements carried out
for ORE Committee D117. Those results which could be estimated sulficienly
accurately from a statistical point of view are presented here.
Conclusions have been formulated with respect to the practical use
ol maintenance machines, special attention being focussed on the distinction
between track lining using lining or tamping machines, and machine operation in
the automatic mode and the design mode.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the planning of track maintenance is
incroasingly based on geometrical track data
rocorded by special coaches. In line with this philosophy, the track quality is expressed in statistical
terms [1] such as standard deviations and exceedence levels, which are calculated on a computer
from recorded geometry.
\.

J

The question as to where to fix the track quality
standards for which maintenance is required, cannot
be easily answered as a correct choice depends on a
considerable number of factors such as the relationship between riding comfort and track geometry, the
rate ,of deterioration of track irregularities and the
geometrical improvements attainable through lining
and tamping.
The present paper primarily deals with the last
aspect and describis a number of results from recent
studies on the performance of track maintenance
machines, carried out on behalf of the ORE Committee DlI7. The projeot was initially commenced
with an examination oi th" measuring systems used
with maintenance machines working in the automatic
mode. The transfer function of this system gives the
relationship be,tweenthe geometry of the track before
and after maintenance under ideal conditions, i.e.
assuming .that the machines establish perfect track
correction and that the reaction forces on the track
a

do not cause pennanent track deforma,tions. These
calculations are given as regards lining in Chapter 2
and as regards levelling in Chapter 3. For a detailsd aocount, reference should be rnade to sources

12,4,51.
The next step of the investigation consisted of
conducting a tsst programme to determine the actual
machine performances. Here the machines were
applied both in the automatic mode, resulting in
smoothing of track faults, and the de,sign mode, in
which case ,the machines rectify the track according
to fixed points. The basic idea of the test set-up
consisted of recording the track geometry before and
immediately aJter the maintenance operation. From
the applied recording coaches, the BR track recording coach and the SNCF Mauzin car are discussed
in Chapter 4.
During track recording, the measurement data
were stored on magne'tic tape for subsequent processon a computer. Special analysis procodures,
fng
based
the spectral analysis concept 12, 6f, have
-on
been developed for analyzing the data and are outlined in Chapter 5'
The actual performance of the maintenance machines is also expre"ssedby transfer funotions, which
represent the real amplitude reduction of the original
track faults'as a function of wave length. From these
ostimates, the different maintenance machines are
assessedwith respect to their effectiveness in Chap-
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ter 6. For a comple,tesurvey of all test resultsplease
refer to [3]. Finally, in Chapter 7, conclusionsand
recommendations are formulated concerning the
practical applications of maintenancemachines.
At the requestof the publisher, it has be.endecided to omit firm names in this text, this being the
reasonwhy lining machinesare referrbd to as LIN i
and tamping machinesare designatedas TAMP i.(.)
2. TH.E LINING PRINCIPLE
. With the presentmaintenancern-achines,
the lining
rnechanismeither consists of a 3-point or 4-point
system. Only the 4-point system will be discussed
here as the 3-point systemis basically the same as
the levelling system,outlined hereafter.
Broadly speaking, a circle is determined by the
three ordinates Z' Z, and Zn The point of operation (number 3) is moved by the rnachinesuch that
it coincideswith the previouslydefined circle (Fig. 1).
This operation is controlled by the fixed ratio of
the versines h and, H, depending on the chord
langth.
When the mashine works in the automatic mode
(smoothing), the leading point of the long chord
(number 4) follows the old geometry.The reduction
of faults in rthegeometry attained by this processhas
been studied for severaltypes of machine 12, 4, 51.
Another way of applying maintenancemachines
is that of the fixed point mode (correction). Here
the geometry must be calculated in advance, the
resultsof which are fed into the machine.Two possibilities exist in this respect. First, the theoretical
values can be assignedto point 4, i.e. to the leading
point of the long chord. Small irregularities in the
input data are smoothedby the machine.This way of
proceedingis the samein fact as the one described
above, except that now the leading point follows a
theoretical value rather than the actual track geometry. This principle is also adopted in laser beam
applicationson straight track. The laser beam serves

(+) These names can be supplied by the author on request.

as theoretical track geometry reference. A second
possibility in the corre,ctionmode is to adjust the
point of operation directly according to the predetermined ,thooreticalvalues. This seemsto be the
most logical way, but the disadvantagehere is that
all the inaccuraciesof the input data are direc,tly
transferredto the track geometry since any smoothing mechanismnow fails.
The previous principle applies to almost all the
machinesof the test programme.OnIy the LIN 3 lining machine works slightly differently to the above;
first, a preliminary recording of the alignment is '- -i,
made with the aid of the versine measurementfrom
the reference base. Next, the desired geometry is
chosenand the machine adjustedaccordingly.Subsequently, the lining operationis carried out in smoothing the differencesbetween the desired values and
the existingvalues.
When a maintenance machine operates in the
automatic mode, the track faults are reduced by
virtue of the machine's measuring system. Under
ideal conditions, assuming perfect correction, the
transfer function of the measuringsystemwill give
the relationship between the geometry before and
after maintenance.This theoretical transfer function
can be derived from the schematicrepresentationof
ftgure 2.
The points A, B, G and E are correctedpoints for
which the ordinates are denoted by Z" (new). Point
D is an auxilliary quantity with a value Z, and the
level of the uncorrected point C is referred to as
value Zo (old). When the values, a, b and c are
known, the ordinate of point D can be expressedin
terms of the ordinatesof A, B and C.
Alternatively, there exists a fixed ratio between
the versines ft and H, given by the following
expressions
c\b-c)
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Fig. 2. Lining system schematic

This is a so called recursiveexpression,relating a
new value to an old one and to some previously
determi'ned new values. This technique is wellknown from, for instance,the theory of digital filters
[15]. After oarrying out the Fourier transform for
this equation and collecting terrns,the result can be
written in the form :

With the aid of the previously derived formulae,
the displacementof E can be expressedin terms of
the other ordinates, resulting in the following relationship:
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in which the transfer function H (F) becomes :
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For the machines of the test programme, the theoretical transfer functions with respect to lining are
given in figure 3. The shape of these curves obviously shows strong resemblance. It may therefore be
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assumed that the performance will also be similar.
From the experimenital results, discussed afterwards
in Chapter 6, it will be clear however that the actual
improvements of the track geometry are in general
less favourable, while moreover much larger discrepancies are found among the different machine types
than is suggestedby the theoretical graphs.

3. THE

LEVELLING

points. Point G can be related to all other ordinates
by the recursive expression

zn(():#znrr- t +#l#

[ A R Z o i u . + c -A L ) + L L Z o ( x * c * A R ) ] +

+

PRINCIPLE

In the case of levelling, the principle of which is
outlined in figure 4, the sensing rnechanism basically
consists of two points, namely, A at the rear, measuring already correoted geometry, and B in front,
recording uncorrested values. Point C, at some distance from the rear, is lifted in such a way that it
tallies with the line connecting A and B. A more
sophisticated system is that with two sensing points
in front, from which the ,average value is assigned
to B. In reali,ty, the actual point of operation is not
C in fact but a point G between C and the adjacent
left wheel H. In that case, the assumption is made,
as for lining, that G lies on the line connecting
C and H.
For the automatic mode. the theoretical transfer
function follows from the principle sketched in
figure 4.
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After applying a Fourier transform, making use
of
n {7-} : H(F) m {Zo}
and after re-arranging the terms, the following expressionfor the transferfunction is found
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with:
\:

si znF and F : :,
L

L : wavelength.

The theoretical transfer functions for levelling,
as far as the machines of the test programme are
concernod, are given in figure 5. In the same way as

The points A, G and H refer to corrected track
level, denoted by Zn, while D and E concern the
uncorrscted track. The points C and B are auxiliary
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for lining, the theoretical transfer curves suggest
rather a large improvement in vertical geometry.
Especiallyin the wavesbelow 20 m, this is not confirmed by the experimental results presented in
Chapter 6.
4. TRACK RECORDING COACHES
The principle adopted for assessingthe performance of maintenance machines is to record the
track geometry before and a-fter the maintenance
operation. For this purpose,the French Mauzin car
and the BR recording coach have been used. Their
respective measuring systems are briefly outlined
below.

885
bn

H :l -c os _"
b :

reference base :

l. :

wavelength

10 m

(4.1)

and is plotted on Figure 6. This measuringtechnique
has the major drawbackthat informa,tioncorresponding to wavelengthsof b/(2n) (n : 1,2, ...) is not
recorded.From a practical point of view, this means
that wavelengthinformation below 6 m is strongly
mixed-up with noise and is therefore rather unreliable. This is also confirmed by the analysis results,
where for alignment, the coherencenormally shows
a very low value at wavelengthsbelow 6 m. For
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Fig. 6. Transfer functions of the Mauzin car and the BR recording coach

The French Mauzin car measuringsystemis based
on a mechanical transducing principle [7, 8]. The
vertical profile is measuredas the difference of a
wheel displacementwith respectto a referenceframe
composedof eight wheels.The mechanicaldisplacements are directly plotted and are convertedinto an
electrical signal, which is stored on magnetic tape.
To obtain true displacementsfrom thesedata, compensation for the transfer function, shown in figure
6 and normally referred to as recolouring, is necessary. Up to a wavelength of 10 m, the transfer is
approximately equal ito unity, and then diminishes
rapidly. The technique adoptedfor the measurement
of the lateral track irregularities (alignment) is a
so*alled three point system.In taking a 10 m base,
the versineat the midpoint is recorded.The equation
for the governingtransfer functions reads:

obtaining information about the actual lateral displacements,recolouring is inevitable becausewave
information ,at 10 m is overestima,tedby a factor
of 2, while beyond 20 m the transfer function raprdly
attenuatesfrom unity to zero.
The BR high speedtrack recording coach measures the vertical profile, as is schematicallyillustrated
in figure 7 [9, 10]. The accelerometersensesthe
vertical coach body motion, and this is integrated
twice to give the displacement.By combining this
with the suspensiondisplacement,the required vertical profile can be ob'tained. The integrators are
oombinedwith high-passfilters, which carry out the
dual funotion of stabilising 'the processing system
and limiting the measuringbandwidth to accentuate
those wavelengthsthat are important from a track
quality viewpoint. The bandwidth is maintained at a
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Fig. 7. Vertical profile system schematic BR recording car

constant spatial value by parame{.rically varying the
filter cutt-off frequency as a function of the speed.
The applied filter characteristic is shown in figure 6.
For the horizontal reference frame, a non-contacting optical system, sketched in figure 8 is used. Light
projectors are mounted on rthe bogies and so arranged that a small area of each railhead is illuminated.
The reflected illumination from the railhead is converted into an electrical (video) wave'form by linescan cameras mounted in the floor of the vehicle
directly above the illuminated parts of the rails. The
illumination intensity will change rapidly at the
gauge face, which can therefore be detected electricallv bv means of a threshold detector. The out-

put from linescan cameras is principally a function of the relative position of the railhead and the
roll of the vehicle. Since the roll effect is common
to the scannerson each side of the vehicle, if the
signalsare subtractedthis will then give the gauge.
To calculate alignment, some addi'tional transduoers are used. From lateral accelerometers,a
measureof the lateral position of the coach can be
determined by double integration. Bogie displacement transducers are used to derive a correction
signalfor the roll effect on the lateral accelerometer.
Vertical accelerometers are employed to derive an
angular acceleration signal to compensatefor the
roll component in the linescan camera signal. The
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alignment signal, which is substantiallyindependent
of the track curvature, as in the case of vertical
profile, is filte,redto conform to the systemresponse
shownin figure 6.
In figure 6 also the measuringrange of the recording coachesis represented.The longest wavelength
which can still be read from the output is determinod
by a transfer value of approximately 0.7 times the
maximum transfer Hm without recolouring.' This
wavelength can be increasod to correspond to a
value equal to 0.2 Hm if recolouring, i.e. oompensating for the transfer function, is carried out. For
the Mauzin car, L^o, is about 35 m. In case of the
acceleration principle, the speed serves as relative
baseand obviously any system-bandwidthcan be set
here. The measuringrange of the BR systemis given
for a filter cut-off correspondingto 50 m and 100 m.

The objective of the analysis is to determine the
relationship between an input x(t), reyesenting the
geometry before maintenance, and an output y(t)
representingthe position after the maintenanceoperation (Fig. 9). When the input function x(t) is
Fourier transformed, the result can be expressedas

Kff):

]-

- ,,

,-

--<-f<-

i 2nt6t1

and y(t) can be similarly established.
The cross-spectraldensity function between input and output follows from
l

_

S -- ( f ) * l i m-l x a Y a

X 61 is the complex conjugate of X (f)

It is easyto show that Sxx (: Sr/, the psd-function, is found by replacingy by x.
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Fig. 9

(4.3)

T - o

5. THE EVALUATION OF RECORDED DATA
During the coach measurernents,
the recorded information is stored on magnotictape for subsequent
processingon a computer. Basically, the evaluation
of the test data consists of applying the theory of
random data analysisf2, I1l, briefly discussedhereafter.

(4.2)

P O S T -M A I N T E N A N C E
FT

F R E O U E N C YD O I . 4 A I N

Input - Output model for track maintenance
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A very important property of power spectraldensity functions is that the area under the function is
equal to the variance62,so that :
T

?

a^" 2 : I J s . 1 1J; , t l : 2|^ s , A "a l :

lim
T + *

T J

S'u (f)

s, (f)

@.7)

?

in which G-(fl is the one-sidedpower spectraldensity
function. The cross-correlation function Rxy(t) is
defined by

I T

t H f ) t : J # , n" :

IJ c , (fl dl
(4.4)

R., (t) :

Now, the transfer function H follows from

r 0 \ y ( t 1 - r ) d t . (4.5)

v-..
v ) -:
Yxy1A

lS" (f)|
Vffi

0=Y,, =l

(4.8)

The overall correlation is calculatedby enumerating the expression

p "-y( r ) :
Sxy and R-ry are related by the Wiener-Khintchine
equations

rl

The coherence, giving the dependence of the
compared data per frequency component, follows
from the equation

,=}€=

vR"(0).&(0)

-l<p,u<l

(4.g)

These expressionshave been evaluatedby digital
methods.
S," (f)

R"" (t)

?
I

J

r
l

R,y (r) g- i 2nft dx

(4.6)
5,, A e'znfi f,f

In the computer analysis, Rxy is calculated by
transforming Sxy as this computation, using the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) [12, 13], is much cheaper
than the direct evaluation.

The analog input, stored on the recording tape, is
sampled at intervals of 0.5 m, thus resulting in a
shortestsignificant wavelengthof 1 m, acoordingto
the Nyquist theorem. The total number of samples
per record has been fixed at z' - 5I2. A power of
2 is requiredby the FFT subroutine.
A record length of 250 m has been chosenfirstly
becauseof the limited storagecapacity of the computer (PDP Il/20, core size 20 K) and secondly
becauseof cornputationaltime, while also bearing in
mind that the longest wavelength which can be
derived from recording coaches (Mauzin) is about
40 m. The accuracye of the samplemean, basedon

+

Actual improvem,ent of alignement due to lining anil tamping machines, expressed by transfer functions
I H I estimated from Mauzin records.
Postrecordingc taken after passage of n, 0.1 TG following maintenance.
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a samplingnumber N - 2048, a (1 - u) confidence
level of 0.975, and a pre-estimatedstandard deviation o of 1 mm, is givenby 111l
tntoo

u:

VN

: 0 . 0 4 3m m

the reliability aspect, it is necessaryto reduce the
standarderror by ensembleaveragingand smoothing
[6, 11]. The representativetransfer functions can
then be calculated,while the statistical reliability of
the estimatesis representedby coherencefunctions
and the coefficientof correlation.

( 4 .l o )

6. DISCUSSION OF THE TEST RESULTS
where tnj a is the cr percentage point of a Student /
distribution.

For a detailed account of the measuring results
of the ORE-DlL7-test referencemight be made to
[3]. The presentation in this paper is restricted to
a number of representativeresults which have been
assembledin figures 11 and 12. The data processing
and analysishave been carried out accordingto the
previouslydiscussedprocedures.It should be emphasisedthat. due to the limitations of the Mauzin track
recording coach, the estimated transfer values are
only valid in the range of wave lengths between
- 6 and - 40 m. The ,record length to which a
particular estim'aterelates is also indicated in the
figures. Such information is vital from the statistical
reliability point of view: the results estimatedover
several kilometres can be considered as representative for the particular machine,whilst the estimates
originating from a record of only 1 km possessa
lessgeneralvalidity.

Condensed information for the wave bands 0-5 m,
5-10 m. 10-20 m. and ) 20 m is also calculated.
These intervals are chosen such that the number of
estimates per band, i.e. the degrees of freedom per
interval, are approxirnately the same.
Before transforming the digitized data to the
frequency domain, the records are filtered numerically lI4l, prirnarily to remove unwanted long waves
as otherwise completely effoneous results could be
obtained. This is necessary in particular for the analysis of the alignment signals and the evaluation of
manually recorded data l2l. At prosent, a sixth-order
Butterworth band filter [13, 15] is used, which has
the advantage that the cut-off wavelengths can be
chosen independently. An example of the filter shape
is given in figure 10.
In order to compensate for the finite record length,
each record is tapered using a cosine bounded window [6, 11].
The records are subsequently transformed to the
frequency domain, using a FFT subroutine. Next,
the records are recoloured with rospect to the transfer function of the recording system, after which
spectral density functions are calculated. To satisfy

Lining
Strictly speaking, two different aspectsof lining
are distinguishedhere, namely, the machinetype i.e.
lining machine or tamping machine, and the mode
of operation of the machine i.e. automatic mode or
design/lasermode.

Actual improvement of level due to tamping nachines, expressed by transfer functions I H I estimated from Mauzin
records.
Poetrecordings taken after passage of -w 0.1 TG following tamping.
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The lining results from the automatic mode are
given in figure 11.A for lining machines and in
figure 11.B for tamping machines. Obviously, both
LIN 1 and LIN 2 (Fig. 11.A) exhibit rather poor
resultsin the entire wave length range.The improvements in alignment attained by the TAMP 1 and
TAMP 2 (Fig. 11.B) are quite similar and their
performances are at any rate substantially better
than those of the lining machines.The TAMP 3 is
practically identical to the other tamping machines
up to wave lengths of 25 m, but the waves beyond
25 m are lesssuccessfullyre.duced.

seenfor working in a designmode usedfor rectifying
the level [2].
For those sections on which maintenance has
been applied, coherencefunctions have been computed accordingto (4.8), showingin generala behaviour similar to the absolute value of the transfer
function lHl, as is illustrated in figure 13. Obviously,
the maintenance operation not ,only results in a
reduction of the psd-functionbut is also responsible
for a drop in coherenceand correlation. Apparently,
the cohorenceis reducsd proportional to the value
of lHl. From this observation it is clear that the
maintenance operation is governed by non-linear
factors, which phenomonon is observedthroughout
the test results.

In figure 11.C the results of design lining and
laser lining attained by different lining machinesare
displayed. In this case too, LIN 1, operatedin the
laser mode, furnishespoor results.The LIN 2 (laser
mode) is better than the LIN 1, especiallyin correcting waves shorter than 30 m, but is worse than the
LIN 3, operatingaccordingto a kind of designmode
as outlined earlier. However, the performanceof the
tamping machinesTAMP 1 and TAMP 2, used in
the automatic mode, is much more favourable than
the performanc-eof the LIN 1 and LIN 2 in the laser
mode, and is slightly better than the LIN 3 lining
machine.

7. CONCLUSIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The performance of the LIN 1 lining machine
exhibits poor results in all wave bands for both
automaticmode and laser mode.The LIN 2 furnishes
poor results in the automatic mode but the improvements found with the laser mode are somewhat
better. The improvements found with the LIN 3,
operating according to a kind of design mode, are
the best as far as lining machinesare concerned.The
most favourable lining results are achievedhowever
by tamping machines. These machines show an
almost identioal pe,rforrnancefor lining wavesin the
range between 5 and 25 m. The performance of
TAMP 3 is worse for waves beyond 25 m.
Also for levelling, the results achieved by the
different machinesare rather similar.
From tecent tests on track deterioration 12,31,it
has been found that the vertical geometrydeteriorates much more rapidly than the alignment. Consequently, in this respe,ctno need exists for separate
lining between two suoce,ssive
tamping operations.

The graphs of figure 11.D show some measured
transfer functions of design lining with tamping
machines. Comparison with the graphs of figure
11.B reve,alsthat with the TAMP 1 and TAMP 2
the lining results from automatic rnode and design
mode show little difference.
Levelling
Figure 12 showssomemeasuredtransfer functions
for the vertical profile, relating to previously treated
tamping machinesoperated in the autom-aticrnode.
Here it can be seen that all the machinesare very
similar. In this case too, no advantagescan be
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and coherence calculated from data recorded by the Mauzin car.

Intermediate maintenance by a TAMP 3 temper. Record length 7 hn
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On the basis of these findings, substantiated by the
relatively poor performance of lining machines, the
application of lining machines should be strongly
dissuaded.
With both rtarnping machines of figure 11.D the
results from the automatic mode and the design mode
show little differenoe either as regards lining or
tamping. As, theoretically, the design mode should be
much rnore effective, especially at correcting longwave-lengths, the rnethods of pre-recording the track
and controlling the machine should be investigated
and improved to give consistent results.

tem relating the geometry before and after maintenance. Another remarkable feature, closely related
to the previous one, is the large discrepancy between
theoretical and actual transfer values in the wave
band from 5 - 20 m, both for lining and levellling.
The latter reveals in fact, that only about half the
potential available for improving the track geometry
is used, the other half being lost on account of permanent deformations of the ballast 'as a result of
reaotion forces during the maintenance operation.
Machine tolerances also adversely affect the result

Throughotrt the results, a reduction in coherence
and correlation more or less proportional to the absolute value of the transfer function is observe.d.This
points towards significant non-linearities in the sys-

Further researchwill be required, especiallywith
respectto the details of the maintenanceoperation,
to further investigatethe track parameterscausing
the observeddiscrepancies[2].

:
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